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 understand and appreciate the value of quality supervision and how it relates to positive outcomes for 
staff, the organization, and the clients it serves

 understand quality supervision as a three-pronged approach, to include administrative, educational, and 
supportive components 

 learn via demonstration how to implement the Child Welfare Skills-Based Coaching Model 

 learn via demonstration, coaching to the concepts of Appreciative Inquiry, Solution-focused inquiry, 
cultural humility, bias/countertransference, and trauma-responsiveness within the supervision 
environment

 recognize the difference between a facilitative and reflective approach to supervision vs. a directive and 
task-focused approach

OBJECTIVES 01

Participants will



PRE-SESSION REFLECTION 02

What is the purpose of supervision? (right answer and real answer)

What does supervision currently look like? How long? How structured?   

Content areas covered?

How valuable/productive is supervision to you currently?

0 10
Not at all                                                                           Very

If you just had the best supervision session ever, what would have happened? What would it look like?

What are the barriers to providing consistent supervision?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Why is effective/quality supervision important?

 Studies indicate that effective supervision can mitigate caseworkers’ intention to leave their jobs, as well 
as actual staff turnover (Chen & Scannapieco, 2010; Fakunmoju et al., 2010; Renner, Porter, & Preister, 
2009; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2003). 

 Supervision has even been identified as the organizational factor most consistently linked with 
caseworker retention (Child Welfare League of America, 2005). 

 Quality supervision is also associated with higher levels of job satisfaction (Faller, Grabarek, & Ortega, 
2010; Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2003) and organizational commitment (Landsman, 2001). 

 It has been shown to lessen stressful work conditions, offer protection from unreasonable job demands, 
provide emotional support during difficult times, and give guidance on negotiating the challenges of the 
job (Mor Barak, Nissly, & Levin, 2001; Kadushin & Harkness, 2002).

QUALITY SUPERVISION
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And more reasons… 

 There is an extensive body of research in child welfare field linking effective supervisory practice to 
positive outcomes for staff, agencies, and the children and families they serve (Child Welfare Information 
Gateway, 2015)

 Kadushin & Harkness (2002) found a direct link between effective supervision and good practice. 
Supervisors offer valuable educational, social, and administrative support, which can in turn contribute 
to worker effectiveness that translates into quality service delivery.

 Other studies found relationships between quality supervision and improved worker capacity to define 
“next steps” and set limits in their cases (Banuch, 1999), increased service provision (McGrew & Bond, 
1997), stronger client engagement (particularly with resistant individuals) (Bibus, 1993), and improved 
goal attainment among clients (Harkness, 1995).

QUALITY SUPERVISION
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Bottom line… 

QUALITY SUPERVISION

Supervisors are the heart of everything, 

they empower their workers, they are the ones 

who make the system happen. They are 

pivotal to the direction of the agency. 

(Hess, Kanak,& Atkins, 2009)



06BARRIERS TO QUALITY SUPERVISION

 Time

 Space

 Workload

 Don’t value it

 Nothing left to talk about

 Supervisor/worker 

relationship challenges

 Burnout/Stress

 Other?



Supervision

07HOW DOES CONSULTATION AND STRUCTURED SUPERVISION DIFFER?

Consultation



Supervisor tasks within the supervision setting 
categorized into 3 domains:
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Engaging the worker and 
nurturing a strong 
relationship that 
complements their 
success and helps to 
manage job related 
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Workload/caseload 
management, timelines, 
policies/practices, 
accountability
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Staff development, 
training/coaching to 
increase knowledge/skill, 
goal setting

SUPERVISOR TASK DOMAINS 

(NASW, 2013)



09QUALITY SUPERVISION AS A PARALLEL PROCESS

 Supportive

 Administrative

 Educational

Supervisor         Social Worker

 Engagement & rapport building

 Case plan/services management

 Teach, coach, model, reflect 

Social Worker          Client



10QUALITY SUPERVISION AS A PARALLEL PROCESS

Applying your practice framework

 Facilitative

 Worker as the expert

 Engagement/Relationship building

 Teaming/partnering

 Strength-based

 Trauma informed/responsive

 Cultural humility

 Surfacing & management of 

bias’/countertransference

 Solution-focused inquiry

 Appreciative inquiry

Supervisor to social worker

 Facilitative

 Family as the expert

 Engagement/Relationship building

 Teaming/partnering

 Strength-based

 Trauma informed/responsive

 Cultural humility

 Surfacing & management of 

bias’/countertransference

 Solution-focused inquiry 

 Appreciative inquiry

Social worker to family/client



Use of live coaching to bring quality 
to the supervision environment



Adapted from Rush & Sheldon, 2007 and 
Gallacher, 1997, In: The Coaching Toolkit 
for Child Welfare Practice (2012) 
Northern California Training Academy, 
Center for Human Services, UC Davis.

12CHILD WELFARE (CW) SKILLS-BASED COACHING MODEL 

CLOSING
Coach and learner agree to end coaching cycle.

INITIAL INTEREST
The learner attends a formal learning event or identifies a practice or skill they want to incorporate 

into practice, or the learner is supportive of the new practice leadership has identified.

JOINT PLANNING 
Coach and learner develop relationship, agreements on how to work with each other (methods and 

strategies) and measurable goals.

OBSERVATION AND DEMONSTRATION
Both the coach and the learner gather information via observation, demonstrations, face-to-face 

interaction, review of audio- or videotape, or a review of written products.

ANALYSIS AND SELF-REFLECTION
Coach and learner independently analyze information gathered in Observation and Demonstration and 

consider how to proceed to accomplish goals.

FACILITATED REFLECTION AND FEEDBACK
Formal meetings between the coach and the learner during which the coach provides feedback and 

time for reflection on the part of the learner.

EVALUATION
The coach and the learner review the coaching cycle they have just completed and consider what to do 

differently next time.
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 Child Welfare Supervisor, Jenni A., recently attended a county sponsored training on 

“Integrating Quality into your Supervisory Practice”

 Coach Laurie emails all training participants to see if anyone is interested in signing up 

for a ‘live’ coaching session to aid in transfer of learning and putting concepts into 

practice

 Jenni contacts Laurie for a coaching session, stating that she hasn’t been good about 

supervision and wants to be better. She has a worker in mind that she would like to do 

coaching supervision with. Jenni will get permission from worker to have coach sit in on 

supervision.

 Laurie and Jenni meet to do some pre-planning coaching before the live coaching 

session with worker

INITIAL INTEREST
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INITIAL INTEREST

CW SKILLS-BASED COACHING MODEL 



 Coach reviews with Jenni the recent training she attended and take-aways

 Coach explores Jenni’s goal(s) for the live coaching session and desired outcome

 Agreements are made to facilitate a safe learning environment

 what Jenni needs/wants from Coach

 what role the coach will play (observe, demonstrate/model, coaching in the 

moment-looping/branching)

 confirm that worker has given permission and understands purpose 

 Jenni shares brief information on workers strengths and worry areas
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JOINT PLANNING 

CW SKILLS-BASED COACHING MODEL 



 Assign each table group a ‘goal’ focus area as identified by Jenni

-trauma-informed

-strength-based (appreciative inquiry)

-use of questions/solution-focused inquiry

-3 domains of supervision 

 Take a few minutes to think about ways Jenni might demonstrate/practice this goal/skill 

area (what can she ask, what can she do, what might she model?)

 During coaching demonstration, each table write down specific ways they observed 

Jenni practicing that goal/skill area well and ways she could improve
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ACTIVITY: GOAL FOCUS SKILL AREA 



 “Live” coaching session with Jenni and her social worker, Nicole

 Coach observes and/or models/demonstrates skills that support 

Jenni’s goals
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OBSERVATION AND DEMONSTRATION

CW SKILLS-BASED COACHING MODEL 



 Coach uses information gathered via observation and/or demonstration 

and facilitates brief analysis of how Jenni is meeting her goals and 

where/what else needs to happen to facilitate such

 Branching and looping technique used 

 Jenni concludes supervision session with worker 
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ANALYSIS AND SELF-REFLECTION

CW SKILLS-BASED COACHING MODEL 



 Coach facilitates discussion with Jenni using the 4 questions of the 
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FACILITATED REFLECTION AND FEEDBACK

CW SKILLS-BASED COACHING MODEL 

FEEDBACK FRAME = Elicit, give feedback, Elicit (their reaction)

What do you think you did well? 

What would you like to improve on/what would you upgrade?

May I offer an observation? Can I give you some feedback?  

What do you think about that…? How does that feel?...

1.

2.

3.

4.



 Coach explores with Jenni what went well with this process and any 

upgrades or changes for future

 Coach explores quality of the working relationship with Jenni and what 

coach could do more of/less of to help Jenni meet her goals
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EVALUATION

CW SKILLS-BASED COACHING MODEL 



 Coach and Jenni agree to end coaching supervision modality at this time
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CLOSING

CW SKILLS-BASED COACHING MODEL 



20POST-SESSION REFLECTION QUESTIONS

1.

2.

3.

The session today changed how I view supervision

0 10
Not at all                                              Completely changed my perspective

The session today enhanced my skills 

0 10
Not at all                                                     Absolutely enhanced my skills

What is one new thing you will incorporate into your practice moving forward?
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Thank you

Laurie Fortin, LCSW     lfortin@sdsu.edu
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